Nottingham Trent
University
AV upgrade puts staﬀ and students in the picture as Nottingham
Trent University revolutionises teaching methods

A major upgrade of audiovisual technologies has revolutionised teaching methods at Nottingham Trent
University (NTU).
The project has seen academics embrace digital delivery of teaching to promote greater collaboration and
enable the capturing and sharing of learning and research materials.
Part of the wider £350m investment designed to create an inspiring learning environment, it was managed by
leading infrastructure provider, Softcat, in partnership with Videonations. Both also worked closely with NTU’s
inhouse Audio Visual & Media Services (AVMS) team to develop a userfriendly interface with, and ensure a
smooth transition to, the new technologies.
That collaborative approach worked particularly well according to Stuart Loughran, NTU’s Audio Visual and
Media Studies Team Leader. He had previous experience of Softcat through the North Eastern University
Procurement Consortium’s (NEUPC) Audio Visual framework – who were approached again by Softcat together
with Videonations for the University’s projects.
“It was great working with Softcat and Videonations,”
he reports. “Customer service was excellent and the
professional support they provided was ﬁrst class.
What they don’t know they will ﬁnd out. Then they’ll
report back with a suitable solution based on the most
eﬀective technology, which is exactly what we needed.”
Innovations recommended and introduced included a
4m x 2.4m outdoor video wall at the Equestrian
Centre’s Mary King Arena on the Brackenhurst campus.
Here the Videonations team installed a mix of Extron
AV control, Kramer AV switching and Black Magic
recording and playback equipment complemented by
Vaddio high deﬁnition cameras.

The latter captures footage of horse movements and technical riding capabilities to help improve riding
technique and training, which is taken from four points in the arena. This can be recorded, played back and
analysed using specialist software to aid the understanding and research eﬀorts of the School of Animal, Rural
and Environmental Sciences students. Whilst arguably it’s most visually striking element, the video wall forms
only a small part of a wider initiative that is now beneﬁting over 29,000 students.
At the ﬂagship Lecture Theatre 2 (below) in the City campus’s Grade II listed Newton Building, Videonations
implemented a cuttingedge solution whose reach extends way beyond the 400seat facility. Comprising dual
Epson LED projection and surround sound audio, it incorporates Extron AV switching, control and ampliﬁers to
maximise ease of use and performance. Crucially it also features the powerful cloudbased lecture capture
technology, Panopto. This enables the recording and archiving of video, audio and software applications such
as PowerPoint. These can then be accessed by students on their own devices at their own convenience simply
by logging on to the Panopto server.
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Such is Panopto’s power and breadth of application, NTU has also introduced it to the nearby DICe lecture and
22 lecture rooms on the Brakenhurst, City and Clifton Campuses. The former is augmented by a 5m wide high
deﬁnition screen with Extron AV switching, control, digital signal processor (DSP) and ampliﬁers, creating an
impressive presentation and archive learning resource.
Additional sidescreens have also been installed to enable transmission of supplementary visuals and
information, making the theatre ideal for hosting nonteaching applications like conferencing.
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Flexible Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Workzones have been installed across four locations and libraries and
pastoral needs haven’t been overlooked either, with signiﬁcant improvements to AV and signage resources in
common areas like the Students’ Union gym.
Meanwhile the lecture rooms have been armed with Extron audio DSP, Beyer Dynamic and Shure
microphones, alongside Lumens cameras.
It’s a similarly hightech story elsewhere.
Laboratories within Clifton’s Erasmus Darwin building have had a complete refresh, with digital input and
output upgrades courtesy of Extron central switching with Extron transmission over CAT6. Introduction of the
new HDMI matrix with its 12 connection points has fostered collaborative working across the two labs.

Meeting spaces, presentation rooms and seminar
rooms within the Taylor and Arkwright buildings have
beneﬁted from the introduction of NEC screens and
Panasonic projection equipment, again supported by
Extron AV switching, controls and amps.
These are powerful and highly beneﬁcial solutions as
Stuart Loughran acknowledges.
“Multiple AV solutions installed across the university
have signiﬁcantly improved the learning and living
experience for our students and staﬀ,” he says.
“Information can be shared much more eﬀectively and we now have the sort of digital environment
demanded by today’s learners and educators.”
He adds too that whilst the university’s radical overhaul of AV architecture has greatly improved teaching
facilities and methods, it has also made life easier for those responsible for managing it. “Overall, the
university now has an AV estate that delivers a much better service to everyone,” he explains. “From an IT
viewpoint, it’s much simpler to use, it’s more robust and it delivers great value to the university as a whole.”
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